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High-Speed Internet Access
For Hospitality
In today’s world, connectivity is essential. Whether guests
are searching the Internet for local tourism information or
sending work related emails, they expect to have the
ability to stay connected, even while vacationing. By
offering wireless High-Speed Internet Access (HSIA), your
hotel or resort will attract guests whose lifestyles demand
connectivity. For these vacationers, the only thing better
than getting away from the office is knowing the option to
connect via the Internet is there if they need it.

By 2007, 60% of hotels and resorts will provide
wireless high-speed Internet connectivity to their
guests, according to Analysts. Intel projects that
more than 75 Million devices will have embedded
wireless technology by 2007.

Wireless Access

Minimal Up Front Expenditures

Personalized Hotel Services

Affinitas' most common broadband
distribution system utilizes Wireless
Access Points to deliver connectivity
in guest rooms, conference facilities,
and common areas. These Access
Points allow guests the convenience
of moving freely around their room,
as well other areas on the hotel
property while staying connected, all
without the constraints of wires. Most
guests travel with PDAs and laptops
that are already equipped to connect
to wireless networks, so signing on to
the hotel's wireless network is as
easy as turning on their computer.
Now that most new notebook
computers come with wireless
hardware preinstalled, and wireless
connectivity becomes more
ubiquitous, the traveling public will
increasingly demand wireless
access.

Offering HSIA in your hotel requires
minimal up front costs. The service
pays for itself through the increased
marketability of rooms and the
satisifaction of guests. You can
recover the installation costs by
charging guests a daily rate or by
increasing the resort fee. For large
guest room build-outs, leasing
options are available.

The Affinitas solution enables you to
provide guests with a variety of
location-specific information and
advertisements. You can offer
incentives for guests by using onscreen promotions and coupons with
tie-ins to hotel services.

Differentiated Service Offering
By offering HSIA, you will be able to
attract new guests and increase
corporate usage of meeting rooms.
Knowing they have the ability to
connect with their office as necessary
will allow guests the freedom to take
longer vacations. HSIA is a key
differentiator that makes vacationers
choose your hotel or resort and builds
brand loyalty.
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Automated Customer Billing
Affinitas offers several easy ways for
users to purchase Internet access,
such as online billing or pre-paid
cards. The system also offers several
automated billing options, including
Property Management System (PMS)
integration.

Advanced Security
The Affinitas solution delivers the
latest in security technology to ensure
that each guest is protected. Each
solution is engineered to meet or
exceed all brand standard
requirements for security measures.
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Fast and Easy Deployment
Installation is fast and easy, implementing in days not
weeks, due to Affinitas' plug-and-play design. A
complete site survey and business analysis is performed
to determine the best solution and optimal network
layout. All system configuration and network
management is performed from a centralized data center
either on your premises or at our Network Operations
center.

End-to-End Management
Affinitas will manage the entire installation of your
wireless guest network, ensuring that your system gets
installed on time and properly. This includes
coordinating with your IT department to design the
perfect solution for your business. After the installation,
Affinitas can also provide managed data services,
allowing you to focus on what you do best - running your
business.

Network Design Considerations
Each property is unique with respect to the type of
construction, the layout of the hotel, and any terrain
issues that could impact the wireless signal coverage
area. Affinitas Networks offers many solutions to meet
the individual requirements of each property, including
considerations for unique weather and climate conditions.
Once the feasibility of a wireless network has been
established, an RF signal analysis will determine how the
signal penetrates the walls and floors and what impact
the construction materials and other potential obstacles
will have on the performance of the wireless system. The
system is then designed and installed to provide quality
and effective coverage at your resort.

Additional Applications
RFID Tracking Tags
PMS/BMS Interface
Wi-Fi Phones/PBX Integration
Remote Houskeeping Management
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